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Emhart Glass introduces a LED Sidewall Upgrade Kit

LED Sidewall Upgrade Kit (26495A)

Emhart Glass is pleased to announce an energy efficient LED sidewall lamp conversion kit for the SuperInspector 5*512 and 1055. The kit provides up to **90% energy savings** and **approximately 10 times the life** of the standard 500W Sidewall bulbs, whilst closely matching the performance. Emhart Glass recommends upgrading to this solution for all containers.

**OBSOLETE APRIL 2010**

500W Sidewall bulbs, Part # 922716001, for the SuperInspector, 5*512 and 1055 (see notes below)

Over the past years, maintaining the quality of this part has been challenging as manufacturers have relocated and reduced manufacturing of high powered incandescent bulbs in response of global pressure to move to more efficient green alternatives. After exhausting all options, we have not been able to locate a supplier able to provide bulbs that meet the quality requirements to cover the ware range of colors for inspection in the 5*512 and the 1055 SuperInspector.

**ALTERNATIVE TO THE SIDEWALL BULBS**

The following parts are offered as an alternative.

26495A LED Sidewall Upgrade kit for SI